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Jefferson County Republican Party Turns Over 3,000 Potentially Fraudulent Voter Records to the Jeffco District Attorney and Ask for an Audit

Jefferson County, CO – After reviewing 2020 General Election records, Jeffco Republicans have given the District Attorney 3,000 records of potentially fraudulent voters. These records include people who filed a National Change of Address yet still voted in Jeffco, are deceased, voted from a correctional facility, or were issued two voter ID numbers. Party volunteers have been researching these records to ensure supporting information is provided to verify the potential fraud.

Jeffco Republicans’ Chair, Denise Mund, noted “Anyone who wonders if election fraud occurred, need only look at voting records. Our County Clerk found only seven instances of potential fraud to give the DA and through data queries and our volunteers digging deeper to validate these records, we found 3,000. This is a problem that people need to be paying attention to.”

The County Party is also asking for an audit to determine if Dominion software accurately recorded the vote. After initially saying only Jeffco Elections could do the audit, Jeffco Republicans filed a Colorado Open Records Act (CORA) request for scanned ballot images. So far, Elections is quoting a $10,000 cost for records other County Clerks have made available to the public, for free, on their websites. Jeffco Republican leaders want to run the ballot images through a different election system or do a hand recount.
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